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Upcoming Ag Shows
January 9-10: Northern Illinois Farm Show – DeKalb, IL
The only farm show serving Northern Illinois producers, last year’s event at the Northern Illinois University Convocation Center
featured over 270 exhibits and numerous seminars. More than 7,000 people attended the 2007 show.
January 22-24: Potato Conference and Ag Expo – Pocatello, ID
The 40th annual Potato Conference and the 29th Ag Expo will again be held at Idaho State University, in Pocatello, ID.
January 23-24: Midwest Ag Expo – Gifford, IL
Managed by Midwest Equipment Dealers Association (MEDA), formed in 1991 by the merger of the Illinois Retail Farm Equipment Association (founded in 1899) and the Wisconsin Farm Equipment Association (founded in 1906). MEDA’s mission is to
promote the farm, industrial, outdoor power equipment, dairy and farmstead mechanization industry and to provide services that
will assist Association members in becoming more profitable and better equipped to operate in today’s business environment.
January 25-27: Power Show Ohio – Ohio Expo Center, Columbus, OH
New agricultural, construction, and outdoor power equipment from more than 600 companies, and featuring a full schedule of
educational seminars all three days. Four buildings connected by tented walkways total more than 300,000 square feet under
roofs.
February 5-7: Spokane Ag Expo – Spokane Convention Center Complex, Spokane, WA
The largest machinery show in the Inland Northwest, and it’s all under one roof in the recently completed Spokane Convention
Center Complex with over 126,000 square feet of exhibit space. Spokane Ag Expo provides the best possible marketing showcase for exhibitors of agricultural equipment and related products to the farmer, rancher and producer customer. The 2008
event has been expanded to also target country homeowners, landowners and small-scale growers. The Pacific Northwest
Farm Forum is also planning a number of seminars that will directly relate to this new category of owners, in addition to the
regular featured forums that take place throughout the three days.
February 12-14: World Ag Expo – Tulare, CA
World Ag Expo is held in Tulare, California, the second week of February each year. The show is the world’s largest agricultural
exposition, with 2.6 million square feet of exhibit space, over 1,600 exhibitors, and more than 100,000 attendees. The Expo’s
popular dairy section will include more than 130 new exhibits with the addition of the NEW Dairy Technology Center as well as
surrounding outdoor exhibits.
February 13-16: National Farm Machinery Show & Tractor Pull – Louisville, KY
The National Farm Machinery Show and Championship Tractor Pull return to the Kentucky Exposition Center in February of
2008. See row after row of brand name products and services, hands-on demonstrations of the latest technology advancements, and a selection of free seminars that are both practical and informative.
Plus, don’t miss the high-intensity action of the Championship Tractor Pull sponsored by Syngenta. Sure to keep you on the
edge of your seat, these ground-pounding trucks and tractors are competing for the fame and glory that comes with winning
at the oldest indoor tractor pull in America. Make plans now to be a part of the excitement at this year’s National Farm Machinery Show and Championship Tractor Pull.
February 23-25: Western Farm Show – Kansas City, MO
Sponsored by the SouthWestern Association, you’ll find the latest in farm and livestock equipment and resources ranging from
large farm equipment, implements and other products for full-time traditional farmers to compact tractors and equipment designed for part-time, lifestyle farmers. More than 500 exhibitors will be displaying equipment, plus tools, seed, feed, buildings,
chemicals and irrigation systems.
February 27-29: Ag Expo & The North American Seed Fair – Lethbridge, AB Canada
Ag Expo is the premier farm show in Western Canada. You can expect to find exhibitors whose products, including farm equipment, livestock supplies, chemicals, seeds, irrigation, producers and marketers of crops and livestock can directly affect, and
improve, agricultural production. The Ag Expo features over 100,000 sq ft of covered indoor space, and offers another 10,000
sq ft of outdoor space.
March 12-13: Triumph of Agriculture Farm & Ranch Machinery Show – Omaha, NE
The Midwest’s Largest indoor short-line farm and ranch machinery show also showcases the latest in farm machinery, supplies, services and technology.
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agriculture
VARMITgetter™

Got Rodent-Rage?

T

he VARMITgetter™, a clever
gas operated pest control system, is a device for controlling
the populations of burrowing rodents,
such as gophers, ground squirrels, moles
and even badgers, thus greatly reducing
the damage they cause to crops, irrigation systems, and landscaping. It is designed for efficiency on large acreages.
VARMITgetter™ can’t build them
fast enough. Business is really “booming.” In fact, it’s best to order before
their spring rush begins.
Farmers, ranchers, and dairymen are
eager to watch demonstrations of the
VARMITgetter™ destroy pesky varmints on their properties. VARMITgetter™ currently has distributors across
the U.S. and Canada and it continues
selling well internationally to folks in all
facets of agriculture and land use.
The VARMITgetter™ operates by
forcing a controlled ratio of propane and
oxygen into the pests’ burrows. With one
push of the ignition switch, the resultant
blast destroys all the rodents plus their
tunnel system. As an added safety measure, an electric cutout switch prevents
ignition while gas is being discharged.
A high voltage converter, situated in the
applicator, keeps the ignition spark away
from the operator at the control box. For
added safety, the entire unit is equipped

with no less than three flash back arrestor check valves to eliminate any chance
of fire traveling up the gas lines.
“Our device is designed to be backfilled in tunnel systems/burrows, containing the concussion, and controlling
the noise level,” VARMITgetter™ explains, “making this device very cost effective to operate. If you hear a ‘bang,’
your losing 75%, or more, of your concussion kill. Because this method kills
instantly by concussion, it is more humane than poisons or traps, for just pennies a shot.”

What this means to the consumer is the
VARMITgetter™ is more economical,
in addition to being more effective. Priced
$700 less than the competition, buyers are getting a lot more bang for their
buck, so to speak. VARMITgetter™’s
improved design is likewise more economical on bottled oxygen use. Each

blast requires less oxygen to support the
combustion of the propane.
On VARMITgetter™‘s website (www.
varmitgetter.com), they list 21 advantages of their product over competitors’
hand-held models. Most notably, perhaps, is the improved design that allows
remote detonation (as much as 25-feet
from the burrow). Operators are no longer subjected to what they call “ground
zero fragmentation blasts.” Additionally, the superior design of the VARMITgetter™ eliminates dust-covered
clothes and allows the owner to view its
effectiveness from a safe distance.
The improved design is more easily
portable, providing a more consistent
gas mix to increase effectiveness, and
it gets gas into the burrow much faster
for improved results. In fact, these improvements allow VARMITgetter™ to
confidently claim their able to destroy
100 feet of varmint tunnel in one blast
and they’ve taken out 130-150 feet in a
single ignition.
To learn more about the multiple
VARMITgetter™ advantages or to
see actual online demonstration footage, please visit the website at www.
varmitgetter.com. For inquiries or orders, you may contact VARMITgetter™ at their Payette, Idaho office:
1.877.982.7648 (1-877-x varmit).
e

PRAIRIE WIND CASINO

P

rairie Wind Casino is owned
and operated by the Oglala
Sioux Tribe. Open 24 hours 7
days a week. The casino is located 12
miles East of Oelrichs, SD on Hwy
18 / 30 miles West of Pine Ridge, SD
on Hwy 18. The casino offers a va8 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

riety of gaming entertainment: Slots,
Blackjack, 3Card Poker or No Limit
Texas Hold’em Poker. Not a Players Club member? Sign up today its
FREE and easy. Hungry? We have a
wonderful Buffet in our Restaurant
with a limited menu. Needing cash?
Heartland

Don’t worry we have an ATM on the
premises. Visit our website at prairiewindcasino.com. HC 49 Box 10,
Pine Ridge, SD 1-800-705-WIND.
The Oglala Sioux Tribe Welcomes You! COMING SOON NEW
CASINO & HOTEL!!
e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Double B Manufacturing

G

ot a bump in your road. We
can help. Double B MFG
INC has been taking bumps
out of roads like yours for more than
13 years . Owners include, farmers , ranchers, townships, state dots,
schools, grain elevators and machinery dealers. The original machine ,
the 2014 has changed very little in 13
years. Two smaller units have been
introduced, the 9872 to be pulled by
smaller tractors, and the E-48 to be
towed by ATV’s or garden tractors,
for use on smaller driveways, hiking trails or any place where the
path is rough. Brad Preslicka one of
the original owners, still works in
production along with a son-in-law
Jamie Peters. Looking for a road
grader? We have them in 21 states and part of Canada.
Our company also manufactures hose reels for fertilizer,
chemical, diesel fuel and water in sizes from 1/2 in to 3

in full port. We believe in quality, and customer satisfaction. Need a reference, or have a question? Call us, we can
help. 320-382-6623 or 320-382-6253
e

Hay Grinders...

Experience the Performance of
Totally Engineered Hammers & Rods.
Mill Rods

Hammers

Screens

• Longer Wear • Personal Service
• Factory Direct Prices
• Cut Out the Middle Man

Manufacturing Hammers,
Rods & Screens for all makes
and models of Hay Grinders,
including: Haybuster, Jones,
Farmhand, and WHO.

DORAN MANUFACTURING

Manufacturer of Hammers, Rods and Screens
1230 870th St. • PO Box 147 • Harlan, IA 51537-0147

(712) 755-7980 • Fax (712) 755-7877
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Egbers on
Super Edge
“There just isn’t enough we
can say about the Super Edge
Auger Flighting” Agrees Doug and
Laura
Egbers, owners of Egbers Flighting &
Supply L.L.C. The Super Edge is created in the rolling process.
This is a cold rolling process so the steel is not heat treated.
“This lets the steel retain its strength.” States Doug. Because of
how the flighting is made, the outside edge is thicker than your
common market flighting or plain flighting as they call it. Super
Edge Auger Flighting has approximately 50 thicker outside edge.
It gives longer wear and longer life of the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their repair and fabrication
division has years of experience in re-flighting and balancing
auger sections. “It just makes good sense to replace the auger
flighting instead of buying a new auger section.” Confirms Doug“”New auger sections can be pricey and the Super Edge Auger

10 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

Flighting is priced to sell,” Along with their repair’s Egbers offers
a wide assortments of replacement parts and tubing. They have
you basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled tube for grain cart unloading
augers all the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport augers,
“We’ve always thought freight and shipping to our customers
was a problem, we can ship pretty much all the replacement parts
a customer needs from here.” States Laura “That way all your
parts come from one location instead of several,”
New service for Egbers is their ability to balance combine
rotors. “We’re always looking for new products and services
for our customers. These rotors can be balanced at a fraction of
what a new one costs,” Says Laura.
All in all Egbers supports a great team for sales and repairs.
They’re your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement needs. Call
them at 800-462-2588 or check them out on the web - www.
eflighting.com. e
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The Exciting Bio One Story

T

he Bio One story is so exciting,
I get excited just talking about
it!
Bio One is a dormant bacteria organic
fertilizer. Organic fertilizers are naturally slow release, which provides nutrients to plants when they need the nutrients. Synthetic fertilizers glut the plant
with nutrients and usually at the wrong
time. I’m sure you used to apply fertilizer in the spring and very little during
the growing season. Traditional synthetic fertilizers ignore the importance
of soil biology. Soil biology includes
bacteria, fungi, micro-organisms, algae
and protozoa. There are about 50 million microbes in a teaspoon of soil.
Micro-organisms such as those found
in Bio One, have the ability to fix nitrogen from the air. Air is 78% nitrogen,
and makes it usable to the plant. The
nitrogen removed from the air is called
nitrate and it becomes attached to the
soil particles. Nitrates are non-leachable

and become 100% available to plants
immediately. Synthetic fertilizer is in
the nitrite form of nitrogen, which is
not available to the plants. It has to be
converted to the nitrate form to make it
available. Using Bio One, we can reduce
our synthetic fertilizers by 50-75% and
unleash other tied up nutrients.
Farmers like to see action today; not
next month or next year. Using Bio One,
you will definitely see results the first
year.
The best part of the Bio One story is
that the following year will be even
better. The way it looks to me, you are
probably looking at 3 to 4 years for more
synthetic fertilizer reduction.
We can’t do it overnight, but we’ll get
your soil in balance.
For more information about Bio One,
contact A. Link, Inc. at 218-779-1993,
e-mail biooneinfo@aim.com or visit our
websites at www.biogoldonline.com or
www.bioredonline.com. e

Bio Man

SHAVINGS
S & S Wood products. Wood
shavings always available for
poultry, hogs & beef. Call or
write for free sample.

S & S Wood
Products Inc.
35335 Green St.
Independence, WI 54747
   s   

Call For Dealer Nearest You!!
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Health Benefits of Bramble Fruit
There are many good reasons to eat
raspberries and blackberries.
They are high in Vitamin C, which
prevents scurvy, reduces risk of stroke,
and helps prevent cancer initiation.
They are good sources of Folate, which
is an especially important nutrient for

pregnant women, since it helps prevent
neural tube (spinal column) defects. It
may also help prevent heart disease.
They are cholesterol free and virtually
fat free. They are sources of dietary
fiber that lowers cholesterol and may
help prevent colon cancer and heart
disease. They are low in calories. All
these make bramble fruit a good addi-

12 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

tion to your diet.
But that’s not all. Raspberries and
blackberries have been shown to contain healthful substances which research shows may slow down the aging
process, boost immunity, and protect
against chronic disease, including heart
disease and cancer.
An increasing number of studies link
various foods--especially berries and
other intensely colored fruits and vegetables such as strawberries, blueberries,
and carrots--with improved health and
disease prevention. Some of the healthful, bioactive substances in these foods
appear to be the pigments that give them
their bright colors. Others are flavor
compounds, such as those that give an
astringent taste to the seeds.
For example, anthocyanin, which
gives berries their red color, is an antioxidant that scavenges free radicals,
which may cause aging of cells. Researchers are currently linking anthocyanin activity to improving vision,

Heartland

controlling diabetes, improving circulation, preventing cancer and heart
disease, and retarding the effects of
aging, particularly loss of memory
and motor skills. Ellagic acid, a phenolic compound found in berries, has
exhibited anti-carcinogenic effects
against a wide range of carcinogens
in several tissues. And ellagic acid has
been shown, in studies with rats and
mice, to contribute to significant inhibition of colon, esophageal, liver,
lung, tongue, and skin cancers.
Why not just take a nutritional supplement?
When it comes to nutrition, no one
has been able to outsmart Mother Nature. Research shows that it is a combination of phytochemicals working
together with the berry’s fiber, vitamins, and minerals which make it so
effective. For example, the combination of anthocyanins, Vitamin C, and
ellagic acid can act together, contributing to berries’ high ORAC (Oxygen
Radical Absorbance Capacity) value, a
measure of antioxidant effectiveness.
Antioxidants are shown to work best
when combined; the presence of fiber,
and other plant compounds enhance
the health benefit. Scientists have also
found that raspberries blackberries
may have cancer-fighting properties,
but cannot attribute them to only one
component. For these reasons, a nutraceutical source --a food with health
properties-- is a more viable antioxidant option than a dietary supplement.
And a lot tastier!
This article was provided by The North
American Bramble Growers Association, a growers association whose objective is “to promote the general interest
of the bramble growers in North America through improved communication
and research.” The article, along with
a wealth of information on this subject,
can be found at their website: www.
raspberryblackberry.com.
If you are looking for a source for
thornless blackberries, contact Tom
Doyle of Doyle’s Thornless Blackberry
Inc., 1600 Bedford Rd., Washington, IN
47501. Phone 812-254-2654 or email
tomdoyle@fruitsandberries.com
e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

FARM POND WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE
By Jim A. Keeton, Fisheries Biologist

A

major challenge on the farmstead is maintaining a pond
for not only aesthetic appearance, but also a balanced
fishery and good water quality. Many ponds are plagued
with poor water quality that can result in major algae blooms, fish
kills and poor water transparency. Poor water quality is the root
of all evil concerning ornamental ponds, resulting in low oxygen;
excessive algae and weed growth and not so nice looking water.
Many of us wonder what are the causes of such conditions and
how we can correct them. Most biologists know that excessive
nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus are the culprits of
poor water quality. Even small amounts of these nutrients in
water can make a major difference between a clean pond and
an unsightly pond.
NUTRIENTS
Sources of nutrient entering a pond come from a variety of
sources that we call non-point source pollution because it is
hard to identify all sources in particular pond water shed. In
agricultural areas, run-off from fields, corrals, barns etc. can
contribute large amounts of phosphorus and nitrogen if your
pond is down stream. Even wells can be a major contributor
to algae growth if they are loaded with nutrients. Many people
assume if the water from a well is clear and cold, then it must
be good when if fact, testing many times reveals high levels of
phosphorus and even nitrogen.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Beneficial microbial additions, a new technology that is very
effective and a very promising aquatic management tool. Microbes can effectively reduce nutrients to low levels, digest bottom sludge and reduce all forms of nitrogen. Various beneficial
microbes are now available for different functions, depending
upon pond conditions.

Artificial substrates can be added for ponds that are very eutrophic (heavy nutrient levels), to grow beneficial organisms
and absorb nutrients maintaining clear water.
To summarize call a professional biologist that can assess your
ponds state of health and make recommendations based upon
sound science. In the next article we will expand on aeration,
biological management procedures and fishery management. e

The key to a successful farm pond management and a beautiful pond are maintaining water quality through a variety of
options. The best management approach is solutions that are
biological and mechanical, without the use of chemicals. In
many cases we cannot controls sources of nutrient entering a
pond, so in-pond methods can be used to reduce nutrients and
maintain good water quality and clarity.
These methods include:
Subsurface aeration, consisting of fine bubble diffusers to increase oxygen, freshening water, reducing nutrients and creating a better aquatic habitat for beneficial organisms to return
to the pond. Subsurface aeration is the best as these aerators
can circulate large volumes of water from the bottom up with
low power consumption when compared to fountains. There
are even solar powered aerators for lake and ponds that are as
good as an electric unit, with no power costs “ever”, but will
cost more up front.
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Solid Steel Industries

A

nyone with a late model Dodge pickup will love this
“steering stabilizer” kit designed for Dodge 1500,
2500, and 3500 pickups made from 1994 to 2002, and
2500 and 3500 pickups made from 2003 to present.
The kit is designed to provide additional support of the steering sector shaft and eliminate sector shaft play in the steering
box. It also helps keep the pickup frame from flexing at the
steering box mounting point.
The stabilizer uses existing mounting holes. It adds an outboard
support bearing to the sector shaft. This additional bearing is attached to the lower end of the sector shaft by way of a replacement nut, which has an integral shaft extension. The bearing
supplied is a regreasable high quality unit available at most Ag
outlets. Nearly all the sector shaft load is carried by this outboard
bearing, thus relieving the steering box of much wear and tear.
Installation takes about a half hour and requires no drilling
or welding.
It solves the problem of too much play in the steering sector
shaft, and the kit has been popular with owners of both older
and newer pickups. It can be used on pickups equipped with
snowplows, front receiver hitches, or tow hooks.
The steering stabilizer sells for $209(USD) plus S&H. It
comes with money back guarantee.
The company also offers a retrofit kit for 1994 to 2002 Dodge

pickups to allow use of the Solid Steel Inc. rubber brushed
track bar.
The Dodge Adjustable Track Bar (DAT) was recently introduced by Russell Tessier of Solid Steel Industries, Weyburn,
Sask. Tessier says the new adjustable track bar is designed to
replace the existing OEM track bar on Dodge 4-WD pickups
made from 1994 to 2002.
“These Dodge series 4-WD trucks have a track bar that holds

the front axle centered from side to side.” Says Tessier. On the
upper end of these factory track bars is a ball joint, much like
a tie rod end. The problem is that this ball joint often fails prematurely. As it wears out, the front axle is allowed to move
side to side, causing excessive wandering.” That, says Tessier,
contributes to a problem called the “death wobble”.
“The death wobble is a violent shaking in the front end that
usually happens when the truck hits a bump or pothole in the
road. Usually, the truck won’t come out of it until you drop the
speed down to 10 to 15 mph. It can be very dangerous. A loose
or worn track bar isn’t the only cause of the death wobble, but
it’s a major contributor to the problem.” He says.
Solid Steel’s track bar conversion kit has high quality rubber
bushings at both ends, thus elimination the troublesome ball
joint. It’s adjustable, and works on tracks with up to 3 in. of
lift.
According to Tessier, one other problem with the factory ball
joint version track bar is that it’s expensive to replace. “When
the ball joint wears out the whole track bar has to be replaced.
If the rubber brushings on our adjustable track bar ever wear
out, new brushings can be pressed in at minimal cost.
“Many people have had to replace the factory track bar on
their Dodge Rams every 30,000 miles or sooner. It’s sometimes
hard to tell if the track bar is worn out. The best way is to look
at the upper ball joint end to the track bar while someone turns
the steering wheel back and forth a few times (with the truck
parked, of course). If you see any movement in the ball end,
there’s wear and the truck will wander. Our rubber bushings are
designed to outlast the Dodge factory track bar as well as the
Moog replacement track bar.”
The adjustable track bar sells for $315(USD). A conversion
kit to install the track bar sells for $185(USD).
Contact: Russell Tessier, Solid Steel Industries, Box 301,
Weyburn, Sask., Canada S4H 2K1 (ph: 306-842-4346;
Russell@solidsteel.biz; www.solidsteel.biz).
e
Article courtesy: FARM SHOW
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Equipment
Leasing is an
ideal Cash
Management Tool

E

very successful business requires sound cash management! Agricultural businesses are no exception
and that is why they are turning to one of the best
options available.... Equipment Leasing.
Leasing is a popular “financing” tool. Agricultural producers used leasing to acquire 30% of the $63 Billion they
spent on equipment in 2006! In fact, 80% of all U.S. businesses lease some or all of their equipment. Why is leasing
so prevalent? Simple – it makes good fiscal sense! Farmers must continue to scrutinize their costs especially when
42% of their non-land production expenses are related to
equipment.
The advantages of leasing:
1. The conservation of operating capital (cash) – a minimum down payment will leave cash reserves on hand and
credit lines open.
2. Fixed payments are easier to budget.
3. A True lease doesn’t show up on the balance sheet - it is
an expense item which means it doesn’t affect your financial ratio’s.
4. Flexibility = payments structured to match your income
stream.
5. No additional collateral required and no all inclusive
language, ie. “Everything now owned or hereafter acquired”!
6. Lease payments are a 100% tax write off and then depreciate your purchase option.
7. The customer doesn’t need his banker’s blessing!
What type of lease is best for me?
A person’s specific business and tax situation should be
discussed with their tax advisor before deciding on one of
the following options:
1. A Capital or Finance Lease
2. An Operating or True Lease
To my knowledge, Leasing Resources, Inc. is the only
company in the U.S. offering 10 years terms on new grain
bins, pivot irrigation systems and Ag metal buildings. Before making your next capital equipment acquisition take
a look at leasing as an option. It could be one of the most
cost-effective financing opportunities available today! For
more information call Leasing Resources at 1-800-743-4089
or visit our website at www.leasingresources.com.
e
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Pressurized Exhaust Kills
Underground Rodents

T

hurlburt@cot.net

All Large Ranches Need One Of These Machines!

Increase Your Cash Flow With A Myers Cedar Saw!!

1 New 2007
Model Left
2008 Models
Available w/Air

(580) 623-3145 (Sales)
16 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

DVD Will Be
Available
Soon

(580) 891-3322 (Shop)
Heartland

he patent pending H & M gopher control system uses carbon monoxide from pressurized engine exhaust to kill burrowing
rodents such as gophers, ground squirrels, moles and voles.
According to the company, exhaust
gas has long been one of the most lethal and least expensive methods to
kill burrowing rodents. But until now
there hasn’t been an economical, efficient delivery system.
Company owners, Allen Hurlburt and
Virginia Massey, said that the PERC
system (Pressurized Exhaust Rodent
Controller) involves a 1⁄4 inch diameter steel wand that is used to probe
the burrow and injects pressurized exhaust via a hand piece valve that fills
the burrow with lethal concentrations
of carbon monoxide before the rodent
has a chance to either escape or block
the burrow.
An internal combustion engine, that
also drives a compressor pump that
pressurizes the exhaust gas to 125 psi
in a storage tank, generates the carbon
monoxide.
Two models are available. The PERC
412 is a trailer-mounted unit with a
13 hp motor and four reels each with
a 50’ hose and the hand probe. The
412 features turf tires and is designed
to be pulled behind an ATV. It sells for
$6,595 plus S&H.
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

The PERC 206 is a skid-mounted unit
with a 6.5 hp engine, two reels with
50’ hoses and hand probes. It sells for
$3,695 plus S&H.
“No special use permits are required
and crop stands are not damaged,”
Hurlburt says. “It is simple to use and
safe for the operator as well as wildlife since there’s no poison bait or explosions involved. No other control
method is as effective, efficient and as
inexpensive to operate as ours.”
A PERC system can treat moderately infested alfalfa fields at about 3. 5
acres an hour with a single operator, he
adds. Each probed location requires
only about 20 seconds injection time.
“We have shipped units from Southern California to central Canada and
as far east as Kentucky. Though most
of our market has been with alfalfa
growers, orchard and specialty crop
growers have also purchased units. A
school district purchased a PERC 206
for their athletic fields and several
government entities are very interested,” Hurlburt says.
Contact: H & M Gopher Control
Allen Hurlburt and Virginia Massey
1979 Co. Rd. 106, Tulelake, CA
96134
Phone (530) 667-5181
Email: hurlburt@cot.net
For more information,
www.handmgophercontrol.com
e
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URAM

U

RAM supplies available nitrogen and sulfur as needed. The most common
form is 41-0-0-4, 83% urea and 17% ammonium sulfate. Other forms such
as 33-0-0-12 are useful on low organic soils, especially behind landforming
on sand. Most soil/crop relationships are S deficient, Applying N without S worsens
this. NEVER APPLY N WITHOUT S! Crops use more nutrients in stressful times.
Yields here in NW Mississippi:
Wheat
Soybeans
Rice
Sorghum

96 bpa
335 acres 100 lbs then 200 lbs
75 bpa
750 acres 100 lbs /100 lbs / 100 lbs
88 bpa
69 acres 75 lbs late bloom
230 bpa
36 acres 4-125 lb shots
38¢ per bu milling premium on 137,076 BU - A $72 per acre value
140 bpa
600 acres
Uram Always

ONCE
TWICE
ONCE
ONCE
ONCE
ONCE

Please give honest three year try.
Heartland
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Make your own hand crafted
home brew and make your
own wine at home.

M

idwest Homebrewing and Winemaking Supplies
as been helping folks make their own beer and
wine at home since 1995. Midwest offers all the
equipment and supplies you need to make your own excellent wine and beer at home. Beer making kits start at $59.95
and winemaking kits start at $62.95. Midwest includes a
free 90 minute instructional DVD with any purchase.
Making beer at home has never been easier and the quality of the finished product rivals that of micro brewed beer.
Midwest offers 103 different recipes to choose from and
all of the ingredients you need to make your own custom
recipes. Could you be the next Sam Adams? Jim Cook, the
founder of Sam Adams started as a home brewer while he
perfected his recipes.
Beer recipes are available for beginners to expert homebrewers. Either way, Midwest has a “How to” DVD that takes
you step by step through the process of brewing beer at home
in your kitchen. Simply pop in the DVD and start brewing.

You see the brewing process demonstrated from the boiling
process all the way through to the bottling process.
Making wine at home has never been more popular. Back
in the 1970’s winemakers made wine from what ever fruit
they could get their hands on. You may remember the Plum
or Beet wine your neighbor or Uncle gave you that made
your eyes water. The times have changed. Today winemakers use high quality wine juice from all over the world. This
juice has been acid adjusted and pH balanced to insure optimal results. Make high quality wine the first time you try!

About 75% of winemakers are making wine from juice kits
which yield 6 gallons. The other 25% are making wine from
fruit and grape juice. The wine juice kits do not require
much time and effort. Your reward is 30 bottles of wine
that cost between $1.75 to $2.75 a bottle. Midwest’s DVD
demonstrates how to make wine from fruit and grapes.
Winemaking is truly a hobby that you can do for the rest
of your life.
Midwest has a free 80 page catalog which is available upon
request. The catalog has over 2000 products in it related to
beer and winemaking. Midwest’s “How to” DVD is free
with any purchase. Gift certificates are available on-line.
Beer and Wine kits make great gifts!
Contact us at Midwest Homebrewing and Winemaking Supplies, 3440 Beltline Blvd., St. Louis Park, MN
55416, visit our website at
www.midwestsupplies.
com or call toll free 888-449-2739.
e
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Having Trouble Wiping?
Solution ComfortSeat®

A

rthritis, the effects of a stroke, arm injuries, obesity,
hemorrhoids, osteoporosis, neuromuscular & neurological disorders, Parkinson’s disease, and many

air drying, which allow the user to completely eliminate the
use of toilet paper. Several of our units feature an enemasprayer, which allow people to give themselves lower-bowel
colonics. All of our units have adjustable water pressure, from
a light trickle of water to a powerful cleansing spray, and offer unparalleled personal hygiene after using the bathroom.
For large users, we have units that feature an extra-wide
heavy-duty “Bariatric Toilet Seat.” The extra-large flat seating area offers better support and comfort, with no painful
pinch or poke points, which helps spread large users. It features 300-series steel hardware, and chrome-finish hinges,
that safely supports users up to 500 lbs.
Solution ComfortSeat units® do not require a plumber to
install, and start at only $99.95. Call Great Ideas Inc., at
800-611-5515, or visit www.NewComfortSeat.com online
for FREE information about all Solution ComfortSeat® products – including bathroom transfer bars, toilet seat risers, and
safety rails. Solution ComfortSeat® units help restore independence and dignity to America. e

other maladies that affect millions of Americans can make
it painful, difficult or completely impossible for a person to
wipe himself or herself with toilet paper. In the past, when
someone was unable to toilet themselves, they either had to
rely on a caregiver or a loved one to wipe for them. In many
cases, people were forced into a nursing home or care facility.
These people lost their independence, and worst of all… they
lost their dignity.
The introduction of the award-winning Solution ComfortSeat® line of toileting aids helps people retain their independence and dignity, by allowing them to toilet themselves.
With just the simple press of a button, users can wash themselves completely clean in a matter of seconds. They can
clean themselves instantly, on demand, without the waiting
and embarrassment of having someone wipe them.
Washing with water also helps Solution ComfortSeat® users
improve their personal hygiene, and helps heal painful hemorrhoids and sores while soothing sensitive skin. Our “Ultimate” unit has adjustable warm water, and adjustable warmwww.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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equipment
Otters, Inc.

Dozer Blades Designed To Fit Your Individual Tractor

O

tter’s, Inc. is a family owned operation, building
angle dozer blades since 1958. The company’s
founder, Marion Otter previously operated under
the title of Otter Manufacturing until 1997 when he retired.
He then turned the company over to his sons, Frank and Greg
Otter, presently, Otter’s Incorporated.
An Otter Angle Dozer gives you maximum use from your
tractor year-round for snow removal, packing silage, terrace
repair, cleaning feedlots, etc. Otter’s will custom design
blades to fit your individual tractor.
Otter’s offers balanced and pivotal dozer blades for the
standard 2-wheel drive tractor with optional widths of 9 ft.,
10 ft., 11 ft., and 12 ft. The blade mounts close to the front
wheel for best control, has easy suitcase linkage for angle
change and activates from a standard 8-inch cylinder which
is included. The push frame is designed to take the beating
that a dozer gets on the corner.
For the mechanical front wheel standard 4-wheel drive
tractor there are optional widths of 10 ft., 12 ft., and 14 ft.
and optional accessories offered.

“Think Otter” for your pushing, packing and cleaning. For
more information or questions, Phone 785-567-4648 or Fax:
785-567-4629. E-mail: info@otterdozer.com; Website:
www.otterdozer.com e

NEW ECOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR
FARMING BASED ON THE HORIZONTAL
CUTTING OF THE SOIL.

R

eturning to the initial concept of
basic farming, whose purpose
was the loosening of the soil
without modifying its normal structure;
we are introducing a new implement for
this purpose. This implement is the Eco
Plow, which is based on the Horizontal
Cutting of the Soil.
With the Technology of the Horizontal
cutting of the soil, we guarantee that its
original structure will not be altered. The
cut is made in the direction of the natural
layers that the soil has formed, and the effect in them is precisely to loosen, fluff and
ventilate the soil. This is the Basic Concept
of Ecological Farming Conservation.
20 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

The no turn over or rotation of the soil
creates a more efficient fertility, a better conservation of the humidity and
the organic matter. Since its technology
prevents the microorganism species to
be removed from their habitat where
they’re living underground at different levels; they may accomplish their
biological function towards the plants’
nourishment. Thus, avoiding the layers
that are less fertile from going to the
surface. This also slows the effect of
natural erosion, whether it be by water,
sun or air.
In the same way, the continuous use of
this technology promotes weed control.
Heartland

This plow cuts the weeds root, interrupting the upward flow of water and nutrients from the lower layers of the soil,
which provokes the weeds’ wilting and
avoids its propagation. In contrast with
the use of the disc implements, which
eliminate the above ground part of the
weed, but fragments the weeds root,
thus promoting its propagation.
This Eco Plow progressively fluffs and
loosens the soils hardened layers. Once
plowed, the surface can be seen uniform
and level. It eliminates the use of other
implements, reduces airborne dust formations, and favors the fast development
of the plant.
e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Dealers Inquires Welcome at
berclaudia@sbcglobal.net

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Save Money, Time and Hassle
Start Watering Your Livestock
with Solar Powered Water Pumps

S

olar powered water pumping is nothing new to many
farmers and ranchers. At Robison Solar we have been
manufacturing and distributing solar water pumps and
systems all over the world to agriculture producers for over 20
years. Every year more people are realizing how much sense
using the power of the sun to produce electricity to run pumps
in remote locations makes.
When it is extremely hot outside, and the sun is beating down
on your livestock, and there isn’t a breath of air to make a windmill turn these pumps are at their best producing cool drinking
water from wells. Solar pumps are also being used more all the
time to pump water from ponds and creeks where livestock
owners wish to keep their animals out of the water source.
In solar water pumping there have been great improvements
over the last few years, on the quality of products that are available. Robison Solar is constantly striving to create longer lasting, less maintenance systems for our customers. We are very
excited to introduce our new Brushless Motor Pumps. With no
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brushes in the motor to burn out these pumps will far surpass
what has been accepted as normal run time on previous pumps
of this style. With brush type motors the average life expectancy was approximately five thousand hours, with the new
Robison Solar Brushless Motors the average life expectancy is
increased to twenty thousand hours. With such an impressive
increase in run time we are sure to gain even greater satisfaction from our customers.
Quality is not the only area of improvement in the solar water
pumping industry. There have been vast improvements on the
depth that water can be pumped as well as the volume of water
that can be moved using various styles of pumps.
We at Robison Solar are striving to be your complete solar
water pumping experts. We will try to find a solution to your
water pumping needs no matter how remote your situation.
Please give us a call today toll free at 866-519-7892 or find
us on the web at www.solarpumps.com and let us show you
why we have been an industry leader for over 20 years.
e
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ADS BULK SEED BUGGY WIRELESS
VARIABLE SPEED THROTTLE CONTROL

N

ew for ‘07-’08 ADS Bulk Seed Buggy has developed
the wireless variable speed throttle control. This system eliminates the wiring and coil cord that previously
was used on the auger and telescoping spout. The new control
also allows you to operate the seed tender at any desired speed.
The new throttle control is combined with the galvanized con-

struction, Honda gas engine, torsion axles and Lundell polycup auger. Ag Dryer Services, Inc., Elm Creek, NE, has been
manufacturing the ADS Bulk Seed Buggy for the last 9 years.
Models include 2 box, 3 box, 4 box, 100 unit bulk and 250 unit
bulk. Factory direct sales has kept pricing very economical. Visit
www.agdryer.com or call 1.800.657.2184 for information. e

Agro Trend Mfg.

A

gro Trend Mfg. has been serving customers in Ontario
for the past 16 years. Like their product, their service is
solid and built to last. Strong ties have been forged with
customers based on integrity and a pledge to deliver a quality
product on time and at a fair price.
The Schildroth family of Listowel has owned Agro Trend Mfg.
since 1991.
“The company had a pretty good product line—the product was
well-designed,’’ said managing director Rodger Schildroth.
Agro Trend Mfg. is best known for its blowers which rate
amongst the top models in the market. The company’s 14 models
from the 3’6” to the 9’ heavy duty have proven track records. The
newest model is the heavy duty 102” single auger.

However, the company has expanded its equipment line considerably and improved existing products. In addition to snow
blowers the company sells a range of cutters, dump trailers and
sprayers.
At Agro Trend Mfg., product changes are precipitated by customer feedback or competition. “Our customers are the expert
son the equipment and we listen closely to what they say. As well,
if we see a good idea in the market, we improve on it,’’ Schildroth
said.
One of the products the company recently upgraded is a big
dump wagon called the Big Mudder. It has been upgraded to an
18-ton capacity with a new undercarriage to handle the increased
Continued on page 25
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A slight taper from the center is built into the slat and this unique
design along with the smooth ﬁnish keeps the ﬂoor cleaner and drier.
The Honegger slat has a pencil rounded edge that resists chipping
and reduces damage to feet and legs.
The self-spacing “T” slat is a feature of the Honegger slat. We feel
the 6-inch slat with 1-inch spacing is the best ﬂoor for hogs and
weaners to market.

Gangs or Single Slats

HONEGGER SLATS

Plant Location: 1204 W. Oak, Fairbury, IL 61739

Sales Ofﬁce: 815-692-3511 • Cell: 815-848-9401

“Honegger Concrete Slats have a compression strength of 7020 psi at 28 days”

“Delivery & Installation Available”
Manufacturing Quality Slats For 35 Years
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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100% Nylon, Bias Ply Truck Sidewalls

M

. Meyers & Associates has
been in the tire recycling
business since 1995, specializing in the processing of nylon truck
tires for various industrial and agricultural applications. We offer 100% nylon,
bias ply truck-tire sidewalls to the farming industry as a welcome alternative
to handling whole tires used for trench
silo and bunker coverage. Originally
servicing American University Dairy
Extension Departments, we have since
expanded by supplying our unique product to the dairy and beef farming communities. We have eight tire-processing
facilities throughout the United States,
shipping approximately thirty loads of
bias ply truck-tire sidewalls each month.
With the ever-increasing demand for our

product vastly greater than the available
supply, we offer year-round delivery.
Upon placing an order, freight costs are
guaranteed not to increase, even if fuel
costs rise by the delivery date. Working
with nylon truck-tire sidewalls makes
sense: no sharp wires, no water, stackable, reduced labor (truck vs passenger
tires) and an ideal working weight. As
well, we offer multiple load discounts,
no-interest financing and long-term delivery programs. For those who wish to
convert to nylon sidewalls, but are wary
of the labor and cost of discarding existing tires, we have several cost-effective
suggestions to alleviate their concern.
Farmers with vision have come to realize it is essential to place their order well
in advance of their needs.

When using these 100% nylon sidewalls
(no metal / no wires), farmers wonder
why they have used whole tires that trap
stagnant water, viruses (West Nile Virus), mosquitoes and other critters. This
is a one-time investment allowing you
to work more efficiently with improved
safety and hygiene, saving back-breaking labor and headaches, while minimizing the risk of silage spoilage.
With thousands of satisfied American
dairy and beef farmers working with our
product, we would be pleased to provide
you with referrals.
Reserve now for spring and fall 2008.
Danny 1-888-581-5488
E-mail: nadler@videotron.ca
Marvin 1-888-486-0251
E-mail: marvinmeyers31@vdn.ca
e

got pivots?

T

hen you already know the challenge of keeping your irrigation
on schedule for maximum profit. More than ever, high-energy costs
make pivot management a critical task.
In the early 90’s Jerry Abts was selling
a sophisticated and expensive remote
monitoring and control system for center pivots; but most irrigators declined
and simply asked, “what’a’ya got that
will just tell me if my pivots are on?”
The answer came in 1995 when Abts
founded Pivotrac.com and patented a
method of using simple text pagers to
keep irrigators informed on the status
of whole groups of pivots, one to a hundred or more.
Today Pivotrac combines text messaging and Internet connectivity with special
radio telemetry that works everywhere
to deliver on-the-go status of multiple
pivots to anyone, anywhere. Pagers are
still used, but most subscribers receive
the text messages on their digital cell
phones. In addition, the system provides remote start and stop options from
any telephone or the Internet.
There are many reasons for on-site vis24 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

its to fields with growing crops being irrigated by center pivots. The difference
with Pivotrac is you and your hands
know immediately when a pivot shuts
down (and you know when it starts back
up). Priorities change with new information. Now pivot status information
delivered to everyone needing it can
help adjust priorities to avoid costly
downtime that can result in crop stress
and yield loss. Why wait until the last of
the day to find out a pivot is stuck? With
Heartland

Pivotrac the problem is immediately
known before all the help goes home
and you get “stuck” with the problem.
The service is simple, reliable and at
just $225 per season, very affordable.
Subscribers can view their pivots on a
secure website from anywhere, and the
website includes summary and detailed
records of all pivot activity (www.pivotrac.com). For a dealer in your area, contact Jerry Abts by phone at 888-872-2360
or e-mail: jerry@pivotrac.com. e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Agro Trend Mfg.
Continued from page 23

capacity.
Agro Trend tends to be loyal to their
suppliers because that relationship is very
important. “If we build a long-term relationship, when a problem arises, it gets
solved quickly. Also, we get to know the
supplier’s product—we know the limits
to which it can be pushed and we don’t
have to worry about it. If you look at a
piece of shafting in a gear box, you can’t
tell the quality of steel by looking at it.
The only test is when it is under load,”
he said.
Loyalty, however, doesn’t mean Agro
Trend is blindfolded. The company is
looking carefully at offshore suppliers for
opportunities.
Aside from the manufacturing end, the
company is also experiencing changes in
the sales process. “We run our business
a little differently from some. We try to
have dealers set up without any other
dealers in the area,” Schildroth explained.
However, as the big tractor companies
consolidate their dealers, it becomes
more difficult to give dealers an area to
themselves.
“For instance, we may deal with one
company that has five locations, but the
other two dealers they bought are right
beside our best dealer. This is out of our
control,’’ he said.
Consolidation of dealers is one of Agro
Trend’s concerns for the future. With fewer independent dealers, companies like
Agro Trend have less choice of where their
equipment can be sold because some of
the big companies don’t like their dealers
to sell short line products. There is some
consolation that growing offshore tractors
are gaining market share and are willing
to include other products in their dealerships. Agro Trend currently has dealers in
Ontario, Quebec, The Maritimes and the
Northeastern United States.
As with many businesses, the continuing
success through all the changes, negotiating and selling comes down to people.
“The best part of the last 16 years is the
people we deal with. We rely on our employees who produce and sell the best
quality equipment. In turn we supply it to
our dealers, who we expect are proud to
sell our products,” he said. “That’s what
makes this business enjoyable.”
e
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Joined Pressure and Height
Sensing Available

I

f you use a draper header for harvesting soybeans or simply need
to cut close to the ground with
a rigid header style header you will
want to be aware of this opportunity.
There is now available auto header
height specifically designed for use
on a draper header for harvesting

soybeans, it is called FeathersightTM.
It allows seamless transition between
“off the ground” and “on the ground”
height sensing and is manufactured by
Headsight Inc.
Because of Headsight’s experience in automatic header height they
have become recognized as the go-to

company for advice and knowledge
on auto height control, adapting unmatched combines and headers, as
well as helping producers in specific
markets with specific needs.
Building upon that experience, Headsight became aware of the increasing
demand of draper headers and de-

veloped sensors specifically for use
on draper headers that are harvesting soybeans. Soybean harvest (and
lodged wheat) requires the header to
shave the ground and often the skids
need to be contacting the ground.
This makes height sensors alone insufficient. The FeathersightTM system
combines off the ground sensors with
pressure sensing, allowing effective
height sensing throughout the operating range.
FeathersightTM gives the operator onground/off-ground seamless height
sensing to bring in more crop, help
protect the header and combine, decrease operator fatigue and lessen the
risk of gouging the ground or picking
up rocks.
The FeathersightTM system is available with sensors specifically designed for use in ridges.
If you have an interest in learning more about this product please
contact us at 574-546-5022 or email, info@headsight.com
e
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C&R Supply, Inc. • Birth Of A Sprayer

A

fter carefully listening to
customers who were disappointed with the performance or lack of features in ATV
sprayers available, C&R Supply set
out to design a series of sprayer to
meet their needs.

C&R Supply, Inc. is a distributor
and manufacturer of agricultural and
roadside spray equipment located
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. For
over 25 years, C&R Supply, Inc. has
been a leader in the distribution and
servicing of many quality products
from Raven Industries, Spraying
Systems, Banjo, and more. They
also lead the way in designing and
manufacturing new and advanced

products such as their C&R Foam
Marker, Spot Sprayer, and the EZ
ATV Sprayer featured in this ad.
C&R is a provider for precision ag
products such as GPS guidance systems, variable rate controllers, mapping, steering assist systems, and
chemical injection units. C&R prides
themselves on the knowledge and
experience that is required to keep
up with today’s technology.
e

Spray 30 feet wide with no boom
“Instead of taking an off the shelf
tank and attaching features, we needed to get all the input we could from
customers and ATV manufacturers”,
said product manager Dusty Miller.
“With a good vision of what features
and options were required, it became
obvious that a completely new tank
design was needed”.
The EZ ATV Sprayer was designed
with the operator in mind for ease of
operation and functional ability and
safety. With the sleek design brings
the weight forward and more to a center of gravity for better machine balance. Allowing the legs of the tank to
wrap around the fenders of the ATV
gives the sprayer dual sumps to give
maximum drainage and the ability to
run on side hills without losing its
prime. The pump, strainer, and main
shut-off are mounted underneath the
tank in a protected cavity, which also
serves as a dual slosh baffle. The top
of the tank is designed with a fill catch
area to prevent chemical from getting
on the operator. The EZ is fitted with
a 4 gpm Shurflo Pump and a quality
Tee-Jet trigger style handgun in the
convenient control panel at your side.
All brackets and boomless nozzle or
boom accessories are attached to the
tank for quick and easy mounting.
The EZ ATV Sprayer has several different options and accessories to meet
your requirements and needs.
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Composting
Opportunity

T

he business opportunity of Composting is tremendous! I would
like to relate one example and
then several more Potential Opportunities in the next several Issues.
As a Dairy Operation for example,
one of the easiest ways to increase income without adding cow numbers is
maximize the profitable milk production from each cow.
The Strategy:
A. Quality improvement of each cell
of the feed – Healthy Cells!
He uses Humified Compost Mineral
Blends in the crop production for his
feed, as a way to dramatically improve the Feed Quality!
The missing link that most Dairy
Farmers miss, is the understanding
that Feed Quality comes from a balanced ration AND making sure each
organic (or plant) ingredient of the ration has Healthy Cells.
Healthy Cells are by far the greatest
opportunity to increase income!
All feed is made up of literally trillions of “plant” cells per pound of
feed. Yet each cell is either healthy
when the growth of the plant was balanced growth or unhealthy when the
growth was unbalanced or said differently forced to grow.
Over the past years we found (in my
opinion by God’s grace) that growing
plants naturally is the way to have the
highest yields and quality when growing
plants naturally as opposed to forcing
growth by adding nitrogen to crops.
In other words we want to provide
an environment that allows plants to
grow to their true potential by balancing all 3 aspects of the soil with Humified Compost, instead of adding the
raw minerals of Nitrogen, Phosphate,
and Potassium.
28 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

In this article we are generically using the term “crops” for all kinds of
Hay, Pasture, Grains and Legume
crops.
In other words the principle of
healthy cells is the largest opportunity
known to the industry.
B. Improve the quality of the bedding
using Separated Solids to make Processed Bedding
The bedding of cows with separated
solids to make beneficial processed
bedding is proving out to be of greater
value.
The solids are processed with a partial composting procedure that properly prepares the material characteristic for softness and less susceptibility
for pathogens that result in improved
cow comfort and becomes highly
profitable as well.
Dairy Operations have experienced a
huge reduction in Feet Problems due
to the pathogen reduction resulting
from processing the bedding.
This process also influences the solids that remain in the effluent water to
liquefy and concentrates the minerals
in bottom portion of the storage basin
or lagoon allowing the upper portion
to irrigate out and then has less volume of higher nutrient effluent material that needs to transported longer
distance to fields that can accept high
amount of nutrients. This greatly reduces the amount manure removal for
the operation.
Benefits of Higher Feed Quality and
Processed Bedding
• Cow Comfort! Cows relax more
allowing them to produce more milk
for the same amount of dry matter intake.
• Reduction of stress related problems that the cows typically have reHeartland

sulting in less low grade fever problems that often lessen the profitability
per cow. Frequently it is hard to put a
finger on the problem or why the vet
needs to be involved as often.
• Milk Quality goes up dramatically
often as much as 6 points or more on
the brix scale. Brix, is a measurement
of total dissolved solids and is one of
the ways to give us an overall indication of cow or cow herd health!
• Milk bonuses resulting from higher
levels of valuable milk components
also have been experienced.
• Overall cost “of milk production
per pound of milk produced” drops
dramatically.
• One of the many examples are; a
3000 cow Dairy Operation in the
western plains that noticed that their
milk production increased by 20lbs/
Cow per day when they used one our
customers hay. It provided a very interesting experience, especially because the Dairy Operation did not
want to disclose why they simply
wanted to buy up all of our customers
next 2 years of future hay production,
period!
Come to find out a discussion occurred at the local coffee shop and
the Dairy Operations manager made
the statement that even though our
customers neighbor had virtually
identical feed analysis test numbers
on his hay, it still made sense to purchase hay from our customer. They
were dismayed when our customer
asked for a premium for his hay and
negotiated mutually beneficial deal
because they actually had side by
side feed trail results that told them
what it was worth. It is simply impossible to document all of the benefits
that can be experienced.
e
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Wind Turbine Industries
Jacobs® Wind Energy System

A Look into the Past and Present of Wind Energy

H

ave you ever seen a wind turbine in motion?
Watching the blades as they whisk through the
air. The sound of a quiet whisper as the Jacobs’
machine produces alternative energy for your home or
business. The knowledge it must have taken to develop
such a fascinating machine.
When did the wind systems come about? Well, back in
1982, because of manpower requirements and capital requirements to enter into wind farm applications, controlling interest was acquired by Control Data Inc.; Renewable Energy Ventures Inc. was established in 1983 for the
acquisition of land, permits, and planning of wind farms.
With the pending acquisition of Winco, an alternator and
portable generator manufacturing company located in Le
Center, MN, the corporate name of the company was established as Earth Energy systems Inc. (EESI) to better
reflect the nature of the corporation. Jacobs’ products included all wind related components and Winco was the
manufacturing facility and supplier of all generators and
lighting standards. Both divisions marketed existing products under existing trade names and logo’s as divisions of
EESI.
From 1980 to 1986 EESI sold approximately 1500 wind
energy plants in the United States and 8 in other countries.
It also set up five wind farms, three (3) in California and
two (2) in Hawaii. Several factors contributed to the large
number of sales in the United States. As mentioned previously, electric costs rose dramatically due to the oil crisis
of the 1970’s and the resulting increase in oil and gas prices. Also, homeowners, farmers and businessmen received
Federal Income Tax credits and sometimes state income
tax incentives for purchasing wind energy systems. Also
the 1978 Federal Law (PURPA) regulation in the National
Energy Act mandated that local electric companies were
required to purchase excess electricity generated by wind
turbines privately owned. In addition, many people realized the long-term benefits of installing an energy system
which did not have an adverse impact upon the environment and which used as its energy source a renewable resource.
In late 1985 and early 1986 Control Data decided to divest itself of its wind energy division. It is believed this
decision was based upon several factors - falling oil prices,
repeal of Federal Income Tax credits for wind energy systems and the internal financial position of Control Data.
Wind Turbine Industries Corporation (“WTIC” or “Comwww.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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pany”) was incorporated on May 28, 1986 as a Minnesota
corporation. Beginning in 1986 Wind Turbine Industries
Corporation, owned and controlled by Archie Pavek, purchased all exclusive rights, title and interest in trademarks,
patentable rights, trade secrets, technology, tooling, engineering and manufacturing drawings and all other documentation on the 10 thru 20kw wind generators, which
include the Grid Intertie System and the Hybrid System.
Currently due the increase in energy costs the sales in
wind energy has increased dramatically. Also the awareness of global warming, and the effect our current energy
source has on our environment has greatly influenced the
publics views on this type of alternative energy.
If you are interested in any other information on the Jacobs Wind System you can check out our website at www.
windturbine.net or contact us at 952-447-6064. e
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Mt. Ayr Vet Clinic & Vet Products
Vet’s Product Fosters Togetherness In Cattle
“Calf Claim” helps new cattle mothers and their calves
get off to a compatible relationship. “Calf Claim”, a granular product, encourages even the most apathetic cows to
respond appropriately to their newborns. It is smeared or
sprinkled on the calf during the tough bovine debut when
there’s extra stress usually involving a young, first-time
mother who can’t get the calving job done on her own. In
livestock, sometimes you have a problem with the mother
claiming the young, and some will even attack them. Heifers are the worst. It’s a mess if a heifer doesn’t claim her
calf. If the calf doesn’t nurse, it can’t absorb the antibodies
it would get from the colostrum.
When the “Calf Claim” is sprinkled on the back of the
newborn livestock, it makes even the most reticent mothers
receptive to their young. The mother smells the licoricelaced product and dries off the baby as she licks it. This
contact stimulates the baby’s respiration and heartbeat. The
calf stands up and the cow lets it nurse.
“Calf Claim” has been used on foals and lambs, but is most
successful with beef and dairy calves born under stress to
first time mothers. When used routinely on calves that need
pulled, it helps the cow or heifer to start licking. The product works best if the dam and baby are penned in a small
area, about 10x15 feet, and sprinkle some “Calf Claim”
then rub into its hair. It also helps to dampen the calf’s back
to make it stick. “Calf Claim” is bottled in five-ounce plastic containers and distributed for sale by veterinarians and
veterinary suppliers across the Unites States and Canada. It
sells for around $12 a bottle and is good for up to 10-12 calf
situations. Demand is heaviest in the spring, although it has
found favor with Western-fall calving herds.
This spring, there’s even more of an incentive than usual
to do everything possible to save newborns. Each fresh,
young bovine face emerging on the scene represents a pretty valuable addition. The market for young calves is hot,
and perhaps has never been hotter. It’s a good time to take
precaution and care. So having something that prevents
calf abandonment is essential. “Calf Claim” is an answer to
an old problem. Order “Calf Claim” today from your veterinary distributor. You may phone (641) 464-2202 or Fax:
(641) 464-2254 for more information.
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History
Through the years, we at the Mt. Ayr Veterinary Clinic
have manufactured and distributed a flavored powdered
product “Calf Claim”™. “Calf Claim” is a bonding agent
that is sprinkled on and rubbed into the hair of a newborn
calf. The aromatic scent from the product attracts and entices the cow to lick and clean the calf stimulating bonding.
It is highly successful in cattle and horses and somewhat
successful in sheep and swine.
We are very proud of the article written about “Calf
Claim” and the many letters received from people telling of
their use of the product. However, nobody has ever asked
about its history. “Calf Claim” is a formulation of a product worked up by Joe Graham, D.V.M. of Milo, Iowa. Dr.
Graham has been practicing veterinary medicine since the
1940’s and compounded his product one dose at a time, as
there was a need for it.
After a tour of duty with the U.S. Army, I joined my classmate. Dr. Max Mekus in a general veterinary practice in
Mt. Ayr, Iowa. Shortly after starting practice. Dr. Mekus
introduced me to the mixture that his Uncle Dr. Graham had
compounded and I was impressed with all the success that
local cattlemen were having using the product. Many were
repeat customers stopping by the clinic asking for one or
more doses of our calf claimer, as they called it.
Out of necessity, we formulated a new process of compounding to batch produce the calf claimer to meet the demand. At this time, it became a permanent part of our O.B.
grips. After a successful delivery of a newborn the question
of “What are you doing Doc?” soon changed to “Did you
put Calf Claimer on Doc?”
In 1978, we trademarked the name “Calf Claim” and
started to market our product thru some of the smaller veterinary product distributors that called upon us. The rest is
history, and we now have distribution in the United States
and Canada. About the only advertising of the product has
been its success. “Calf Claim” has actually sold itself. In,
2003, our formulation was changed a little. We have removed the animal by products as the carrier and changed
to a vegetable carrier. This change was prompted because
of the fear of mad cow disease. John L. Peters, D.V.M. e
Heartland
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Sikkema’s

StepSaver Crowd Gates

A

re you tired of chasing your cows every time you
milk? Are you tired of how long and frustrating that
game lasts each and every day? Our StepSaver Crowd
Gate will eliminate the “chase” game. The StepSaver Crowd
Gate will ease your cows into your parlor in an efficient, orderly way. The bell switch located on the control box will train
your cows in no time, that when the bell goes off, they come
in. Our StepSaver has a blemish free 26 year accident free record. We cover it with a one year warranty and we have dealers
nationwide. The StepSaver is affordable, straightforward to
install and will save you and your cows a great deal of frustration at each and every milking. We can ship your StepSaver
usually within two weeks of an order. Support if needed is just
a phone call away. Call us today for more information on how
you and your cows can team up on this winning, affordable,
reliable gate.
Sikkema’s Equipment • Byron Center, MI
49315 •
1-800-553-8171 • www.sikkemaequipment.com
e

Geo-Therm
Livestock Waterer

I

t’s freezing out and your livestock water is frozen. You’ve
got to go out there in that 20 degrees weather and break up
the ice on your “insulated” waterer. Sound familiar? There
is a better inexpensive way that’s been proven and in use as
you read this. The Geo-Therm livestock waterer uses no gas or
electricity. Look at the benefits: No worry about stray voltage;
Remote locations do not need power lines or propane tanks;
open top drinking pan; Services variety of livestock; open top
increases production; No float covers to freeze shut; Polyethylene pan eliminates tongues sticking and corrosion; Proven
performance, built by a Midwest rancher since 1980
How does Geo-Therm Livestock Waterer work? It operates
off of line pressure and ground water temperature to keep water
moving and raise overall temperature of drinking water. The
water master/ice preventer valve keeps water at a preset level
and keeps it from freezing. The water master valve delivers
over 750 gallons of water per hour at 50 PSI line pressure and
operates effectively with pressures from 5 to 100 lbs without
float adjustments. There is no need for outside energy of any
kind.
What should you do? Give us a call!! We can send you the unit
(we mail them all over the United States). Or, we can send you
a free VHS tape and you can see it in use. Hundreds of farmers
and ranchers have this in use now because IT WORKS!
e
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Oxy Blast Plus

O

xy Blast Plus, produced by
Essential Water Solutions,
Inc. of Story City, IA, is an
economical water treatment and health
enhancing alternative for dairy cows.
Oxy Blast Plus is a base of 50 percent
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hydrogen peroxide with a proprietary
blend of over 30 herbal antibiotics and
over 70 trace minerals that work synergistically to potentize the hydrogen
peroxide.
As a water treatment, Oxy Blast Plus

Heartland

does two things: 1) It rids the water of
the common contaminants such as sulfur (causing a rotten egg smell), manganese (the black stuff) and iron slime.
It also helps to precipitate out the iron
so the iron can be effectively removed
with an optional sediment filter producing better quality water. Better quality
water means that cows will drink more
water which in turns encourages more
dry matter intake, which usually encourages higher milk production. 2) It
cleans up the water lines, spray nozzles
and stock tanks.
As a health enhancing alternative, producers tell us they see more milk production, lower somatic cell counts, less
incidences of mastitis, better conception
rates while lowering vet bills. Oxy Blast
Plus may also be used as an effective
and economical teat dip, a topical application use for hairy wart, and the use
as a natural dewormer. Oxy Blast Plus
can dissipate chlorine out of municipal
or rural water supplies and is approved
for organic dairy farming use. Oxy
Blast Plus is injected directly into the
water system by a peristaltic squeeze
pump that administers Oxy Blast Plus
into the water supply. The proper level
of Oxy Blast Plus to be used depends on
the ORP (oxidation reduction potential)
level of the water which is directly influenced by the pH of the water.
The perfect companion for the Oxy
Blast Plus to reduce pH is also available. It is called Perfect Companion 7.
Combination ORP/pH meters are available to measure ORP levels so you can
get the most effective use out of the
Oxy Blast Plus as possible when lowering the pH to 7.0.
Oxy Blast Plus is very economical to
use. Depending on the size of container,
the volume you purchase and the maintenance level you run it at, it could cost
only 2 – 4 cents per cow per day. Dairy
producers have seen this investment pay
back as much as twenty dollars to every
one dollar invested! Oxy Blast Plus is
represented by distributors and dealers
from all over the U.S. The system comes
with a buy back guarantee on the pump
within a period of four months. Contact
Essential Water Solutions, Inc. today so
that you can start your animals drinking the best quality water possible. e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Don’t just buy a product, buy a result.… QuickHit!

F

ootwarts have become a significant problem for dairymen.
Left untreated they
leave the cow in pain, unable to walk
with a normal gait. This will result
in improper eating, lower production,
problems in breeding and economic
loss.
QuickHit is designed and formulated
to help gain prompt control over footwarts. It contains no antibiotics, and
is safe to use in the parlor. QuickHit
is to be used as a direct topical spray
or drench, and can also be used in a
wrap for more severe cases. It is easy
to use, no mixing is involved.
QuickHit is based upon an exclusive
low pH technology. A low pH base
product is combined with copper,
zinc and surfactant to produce a highly effective solution. Rapid results
are achieved with the low pH of the
product plus the benefits of the copper and zinc as well as the increased
exposure time with the aid of the surfactant. Field results by producers
have shown the product to be as effective as antibiotics without the risks
associated with antibiotics.
QuickHit is not for every cow; it is
to be used only on those animals with
apparent locomotion problems.
Identify the animals with a footwart
and clean the affected area as necessary. Spray or drench the affected
area to the point of run-off.
Do this two milkings per day, morning and evening milkings.
You
should notice significant improvement in the animal's gait within 24
hours. For severe cases, a lesion that
is quarter sized or larger, wrapping
may be necessary for the most rapid
control. Simply soak a cotton ball or
gauze pad with QuickHit, apply to the
affected area and wrap. Remove the
wrap after three days and inspect. In
most cases the footwart will be well
on the way to being resolved.
QuickHit is allowed for use on Organic Farms. All inert ingredients
in this product are contained on
U.S.EPA’s List 4 of inert ingredients.
Accordingly, this product is ALLOWED FOR USE on Organic Dairy
Farms. For Certificate of Ingredients
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

contact SSI Corporation.
QuickHit is available in 1.0 gallon
and 2.5 gallon containers. Made in
USA.

Heartland

SSI Corporation, 210 S.Cedar St.,
P. O. Box 9, Julesburg, CO 80737
Tel: 800-654-3668, www.ssihoofcare.com
e
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JANSSEN RED ANGUS

“Seedstock Producers with a Commercial Focus”

J

anssen Red Angus is focused on the needs of our commercial cattlemen. A background raising commercials cattle has
developed our goals for producing seedstock. The important traits are the ones that make you money. These are not only
based on performance but also what we call convenience traits.

Using Red Angus cattle in our breeding program has been
the best thing that has happened to our cow herd. We not only
found an honest breed of cattle but an opportunity for our family to expand our business.
Balanced breeding stock is the goal of our operation. Calving
ease, mothering ability and fertility are important traits in a

cow-calf operation. Feedlot performance and carcass quality
are areas we have experienced in our commercial cows by retaining ownership of steers through the feedlot to the packer.
We prefer private treaty for selling our bulls. It lets us know our
customers better and give a personal touch to this business.
When you don’t want the excitement of an auction, remember Janssen Red Angus. “Seedstock Producers with
a Commercial Focus”. Janssen Red Angus, 1825 Ave.
X, Geneseo, KS, 67444 or 620-824-6426
e
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RAU IM2000 Animal Immobilizer
Makes Work Easy And Safer!

T

he RAU IM2000 Animal Immobilizer has established
a widely dispersed and satisfied user base in 25 US
states, Canada, Mexico, a number of Central and
South American countries and other parts of the world since
its introduction to North America by Atlanta Ga based, I &
G Distributors USA some 6 years ago.
The ruggedly built RAU IM2000 Animal Immobilizer
improves worker safety, reduces risk and lowers handler and

Since its introduction to the cattle industry, it has been
accepted by Veterinarians, animal breeders and farmers and
successfully used on a variety of other animals including
deer, buffalo, camels, pigs, horses, sheep and goats.
By inserting the aluminum probe into the animal’s rectum
and applying mild electronic stimulation, the animal will
immediately be immobilized by interruption of voluntary
muscle activity - (without affecting the involuntary muscles
and organs such as heart and breathing). This then allows the
user to perform procedures with or without assistance from
other persons and restraining devices, as the application
dictates. The degree of immobilization is fully controlled
by the operator. Removal of the stimulus allows the animal
to immediately return to its pre-immobilization state with
no negative side effects, even on pregnant animals.
Working large animals can now be a whole lot easier,
safer and less stressful thanks to the RAU IM2000 Animal
Immobilizer which is backed by a 3 year parts and labor
warranty and comes highly recommended by its users.
F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n v i s i t w w w. i g d - u s a . c o m ,
or call I&G Distributors USA toll free on 888 750
6154 or email “sales@igd-usa.com”.
e

animal stress by holding animals still, often without expensive
squeeze chutes and head gates. Its users include cattlemen/
women, veterinarians, universities, feedlots, breeders, dairy
farmers, stockmen and many large and small ranchers who use
it for branding, dehorning, medical treatment, AI work, hoof
trimming, grooming and many other routine tasks. It is light,
comes in a handy carry bag for convenient transportation and
its battery can be recharged from a vehicle power outlet or,
with an adaptor, from the 110v AC supply to give 8 –10 hours
of working time when needed.

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Morning Star Enterprises

M

orningstar Enterprises was formed in October 1999.
With the idea of supplying the Dairy and farming
industries with affordable, practical and applicable
equipment to help in their day to day operations.

We started building are first side dump trailer in the winter
of 2000. It was a design that has been around for many years.
With the needs of the farmer ever growing and the size of most
farming operations expanding, we seen the need to design and
build a larger and more capable side dump trailer. A design that
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would hold not only a wider range of commodities but would
also hold more weight.
In the winter of 2007, we built our first TubStar side dump
trailer. It has a larger cubic yard displacement than any
competitor and is capable of lifting 3 times the weight of the
older style trailer.
The TubStar is built especially for the Dairy and Farming
Industries. It features an oversized Tub design that allows the
farmer to move more commodities, quickly and efficiently! It
is built on a triple I-beam chassis that can withstand any load
that the customer may want to haul. Depending on the model,
all chassis's are balanced on either a two or three fixed axle
design. All TubStars come with super single 445 tires. More
than capable of handling the weight. They feature two single
stage, double acting hydraulic cylinders that are actuated to
dump and also to retract. All welded construction, all hinge
points are greaseable. They come with either a ring eye hitch or
a double tongue hitch assembly, jack stand, all hydraulic hoses
and connects. When you purchase the TubStar it is ready to go
to work for you!
Most all customers that have purchased and integrated the Side
Dump trailer into their day to day operations, have wondered
how they got along without one. These trailers save time and
money by allowing the customer to move more product to and
from around their farms.
Another great feature to the TubStar is it's ease of windrowing
the product when it dumps. The commodity can be disposed
of at a stand still or on the run. How's that for all you who
compost your commodities!!
The TubStar is amazingly stable and will never tip over, even
with the heaviest of loads. They come with a wide range of
color choices. Built to last for years around the farm.
The TubStar comes in four sizes, 28 ft., 24 ft., 20 ft., 16ft., We
are also currently designing a more suitable size for the nursery
and tree growers. A design that will fit into most hothouses,
nursery buildings and orchards.
Morningstar Enterprises also manufactures a hydraulic water
pump. These pumps make pumping water from any source
efficient and easy. No more dragging your gas driven, primeable
water pumps through the mud and puddles to remove standing
water. Simply back your tractor to the water source, plug in the
hydraulic hose leads to your tractors hydraulic system, drop
the water pump into the standing water, lay out the discharge
hose and turn on the tractor. There is no priming of the pump
needed! No more chasing your gas driven pump with fuel, oil or
wondering if the pump lost it's prime. These pumps can be ran
dry with no harm. Most all tractors can be ran at an idle when
powering the pump. There is no need to idle up the tractor to
operate the MStar hydraulic water pump. It's as simple as that.
Call Mark or any of our distributors for additional information
about our products. Have a great 2008!!
Dealer or distributor inquires are welcome.
e
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BAKKO INDUSTRIES, INC

W

hat makes Jug Livestock
Waterers the right choice
for your livestock? Following are some of the unique qualities that Jug Livestock Waterers offer.
It all starts with the Draw Tube Design. It is much like a giant straw so
the animal can use its normal method
of drinking. The animal places its
muzzle over the opening in the drinking bowl and sucks up the water just
as it would naturally drink from a water hole. The Draw Tube Design is really three tubes, two copper and one
CPVC. As the water gets cold in the
drinking bowl, it becomes heavier and
sinks down the CPVC tube forcing the
warm water up the copper tubes into
the drinking bowl.

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Jug water is clean. No more smelly
water from heavy bacterial growth.
The Draw Tube is attached to the
drinking bowl with a feed trap which
keeps feed debris that fall off the animal’s mouth from dropping into the
water reservoir. With Jug Livestock
Waterers you will not have algae
growth because the waterer seals out
the air and sunlight which aid in the
growth of algae. Another advantage
of the Jug is that animals can see and
smell clean water. They do not have
to learn to lift flaps or push balls or
floats out of the way to get water.
Jug Livestock Waterers have an external adjustment screw for the float
valve which allows for easy adjustment at any time without the removal
of any lids or covers.

Heartland

Jug Livestock Waterers are available
in Energy Free or Energy Efficient
models. In cold climates we recommend the Energy Efficient model,
which has a 65-watt heater and thermostat to give you the insurance you
need in cold winter weather. The average energy cost for an Energy Efficient Jug is about $9.00 for the Entire
Season.
Keep the Jug in mind when you
are ready for your next waterer purchase. Jug Livestock Waterers are
manufactured in Glenwood, MN
by Bakko Industries, Inc. a family owned and operated business.
Check us out on the web at www.
thejugwaterer.com or give us a call at
1-800-584-6675. We look forward to
hearing from you.
e
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Balanced & Rhythmic
Ground Work
By Alice Trindle

O

ne of the concepts the horses shared with us over
the winter horse course was the reality that we can
never get too good at our ground skill maneuvers.
Whether it be at the end of our 12 ft. lead on the halter, or
in the snaffle bit while accomplishing work-in-hand, our
success in the saddle is greatly enhanced by our graceful
abilities on the ground. As we prepare for spring riding, I’d
like to go back and review some basic ground skills with
a critical eye on our ability to accomplish these tasks with
rhythm, balance, and a soft flow.
You will recall that in previous “Partnership Journey”
newsletters, and in my “Horsemanship Principles” workbook, we have been ever cognizant for the need to develop
a horseman’s protocol.
“Horseman’s Protocol”
• Become Present
• Think & Visualize
• Focus, which Prepares your Posture
• Allow & Reward
At times I think we forget that this protocol is equally important for ground skill maneuvers, as it is for riding.
So our first ground skill game is for the human...Take a
deep breath, get yourself emotionally centered, then visualize yourself & the horse accomplishing these ground skill
maneuvers: (Note: Try these skills with a horseman’s halter, at the end of a 12 ft. lead)
Forward - Driving on a Circle:
Basic Maneuver – The horse flows around the human
straight on a circle. The human walks a perfect circle, always engaged & mentally riding every step, every movement, every balance.
How to Accomplish – Cause or send your horse around
you on a circle. Envision a round pen on the outside of
you, whether there is one there or not. Focus your attention
and energy on the horse’s inside eye, then shoulder, then
rib cage & hip as he moves off and around you. It will help
to open your body, as if opening a door, to point the direc38 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

tion you would like the horse to move. Close, support, and
drive with the shoulder and hip that is towards the outside
of the circle. Move your toes, belly button, and energy on
a line that connects to a place on the horse just about where
the back cinch would hang. Don’t get too close!
Balance - Horse is slightly arched to the inside of the
circle, eyes and ears seeking direction of travel, shoulders
balanced, and feet are tracking up as if they were on a railroad track
Rhythm - Depends on the gait...At the walk a good steady
four beat or march; At the trot a steady two-beat or Irish
gig; At the canter a flowing 3-beat or waltz, as if they were
going up-hill
Transitions – Try to accomplish transitions up and down
in gait without having the horse or you pulling on the lead.
Keep the horse’s shoulders UP & balanced. Don’t forget to
breathe!! Prepare your mind before the transitions
Visualize – See yourself riding the horse and think about
the aids you might use to remind him to keep his shoulders
up, lift his belly and back, and carry a softness. Use your
body positioning, arms/hands, or tools such as the whip or
stick to send energy to those body parts that might be falling in or collapsing down. Try to avoid using the hand on
Heartland
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the lead rope to lift or drive, rather check your body positioning & focus.
Turn on the Forehand:
Basic Maneuver – The inside hind foot crosses under the
belly of the horse, with the movement flowing from the
inside hind towards the outside shoulder, and then a balancing up on the outside hind foot – there is little forward
movement.
How to Accomplish – First, try this maneuver from a stand
still, and then add variations with more forward movement.
While facing your horse, stand slightly to one side with
the lead rope in the hand closest to the horse. Begin walking a slight arc, towards the horse’s inside hind foot, and
encourage the nose, eyes and ears to follow your direction
of travel. If the inside hind does not cross under the belly
to a balance up on the outside hind, simply reinforce your
request with the popper end of your lead, or the dressage
whip. Don’t pull on the lead rope! A little forward movement may help to get the weight off the inside hind so that
it is free to cross under.
Balance – From the inside hind foot, to the outside shoulder, and a re-balance onto the outside hind foot. If you
stop here, then I might call this a “disengagement”, but if
you continue on with a little forward movement and ask the
horse to accomplish this maneuver several times in a row,
then you are simply crossing the hind leg under the belly
for a balanced turn on the forehand.
Rhythm – This exercise is primarily used to flex and
strengthen your horse, and probably would not be used except at the walk. The rhythm I feel for at the walk is a
two-beat, very slow gig, with a little breath-in on the second beat, where the horse balances up on the outside hind.
(Note: Certainly you will have the hind foot crossing under
at the trot and canter, but with much more forward movement in a shoulder –in type maneuver)
Transitions – At first stop when the horse balances-up on
the outside hind foot (i.e. a disengagement); Progress to
asking for several soft, flowing rhythmic crossing of the
hind foot to a balance on the opposite hind.
Visualize – Again, see yourself riding, and feel for where
your balance would need to be in order to free up the inside
hind foot; (Hint: You can’t be sitting on the part you’d like
to move!) Watch the horse’s eyes and ears and note how
little bend in the neck is required to softly move the inside
hind.
Leg Yield or Shoulder-in
Posture on a Circle:
Basic Maneuver – The horse will flow around the human,
moving sideways on a circle, with his hips seeking a larger
arc than his shoulder.
How to Accomplish - I like to start this from a work-inhand positioning, standing close to the horse, with a slight
down pressure on the lead where it connects to the halter.
Position your toes so that they are facing a little forward
and under the horse’s neck. Extend your hand closest to
the horses tail towards his inside leg, asking him to step forward, crossing the inside hind foot under the belly towards
to outside shoulder. Now begin walking a large circle with
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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your toes drawing a circle under the horse’s neck. Hind feet
cross, then front feet cross.
Balance – The balance here is the same as the turn on the
forehand, but with forward movement.
Rhythm – At the walk and trot, I feel a two-beat rhythm
that closely matches where the balance of the movement
is coming from and going to. In other words, I hear a “Inside hind (one) to outside fore (two); Inside hind (one) to
outside fore (two)”. At the trot, the timing is faster. It is
difficult to accomplish this exercise on the ground while in
the canter.
Transitions – Try varying the size of the circle or the speed
within the gait. Remember that before each change, each
transition, take a deep breath, see the picture of what you
are going to ask, check your positioning and posture, ask,
and allow it to happen.
Visualize – Once again, I see myself riding this exercise,
and trying to keep out of the way of the flow of movement...maybe even a little ahead of the movement. I see
myself compressing the air between my driving hand and
the horse’s body to ask for sideways movement, rather than
pushing. I picture the horse lifting his shoulders up, around,
and away from me with balance and rhythm and softness.
OK...Now you have the idea. I REALLY am asking you
to dissect your ground skill exercises and call yourself and
your horse to a very higher level of awareness and purposeful accomplishment. Remember that you are preparing both
partners to become physically & mentally ready to spring
riding. Your “Horseman’s Protocol” applies in the saddle,
AND on the ground.
Now give yourself a test: Visualize the following skills
and ask yourself to describe:
1. The basic maneuver
2. How to accomplish this skill
3. What are the balances, rhythms, and transitions I am
watching & feeling for
• Sidepass (Shoulder-in and Haunches-in postures)
• Turn on the Haunches
• Stop to a Back up
• Turn on Center
• Combination of Exercises
• Forward on a circle to sideways on a circle to turn on
center
to turn on the haunches
• Forward on 1⁄2 a circle to a turn on the forehand to a
back
up to a turn on the haunches
• Shoulder-in with the horses rump to the wall to haunches-in
with his nose to the wall
Spring is the perfect time of year to get yourself and
your horse into condition and a great way to start is with
your ground skill maneuvers. Going back to basics never hurt anyone, nor any horse. If we can approach these
old exercises with a new and deeper mindfulness of what
and why we are accomplishing them, I truly believe we
will reap the rewards when we are on board.
e
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alpaca – llama
100,000th Registered Alpaca Marks
a Milestone in the Industry

O

n August 18, 2006 at about
7:30 p.m., a very special new
life came into the world. A
15 pound female cria (baby alpaca)
named Dee Lux was born at Alpaca Palms in Wildomar, California.
BDAP Accoyo Dee Lux is not only
special to her owners, Dennis and Bea
Miller because of her beautiful pure
white fleece, her beautiful big dark
eyes, or her feisty personality. She is
also special to them (and to the entire
alpaca industry) because she is the
100,000th alpaca registered by Alpaca
Registry, Inc.
The Alpaca Registry, Inc. (ARI) is an
organization that manages a database
housing pedigree and parentage information for registered alpacas. ARI
registers alpacas born in the United
States and Canada who are offspring of
two other ARI registered parents. ARI
maintains a database of alpacas and
DNA records as well as managing a list
of animals owned or sold by owners.
“The ARI staff is very excited to reach
this important milestone,” Darby Vannier, Executive Director of ARI. “We
were counting down the days! Although
it took many years to get to this point,
the next 100,000 will arrive much more
quickly.”
The Millers began helping the North
American herd grow five years ago
when, during a sleepless night, Dennis
saw a commercial about alpacas on the
television. His curiosity piqued, Dennis
began researching the animals.
Alert and curious, adult alpacas stand
at approximately 36 inches at the withers and generally weigh between 150
and 200 pounds. They do not have
horns, hooves, claws or incisors. Social animals that seek companionship,
alpacas communicate most commonly
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by humming.
In February of 2002, the Millers purchased 9 female huacaya (wah-KI-ya).
There are two types of alpacas bred in
the United States, the suri (surrey) and
huacaya. Although almost physically
identical, what distinguishes the two
types of alpacas is their fiber. The huacaya is the more common of the two and
has a fluffy, extremely fine coat. The
suri is the rarer of the two and has fiber
that is silky and resembles pencil-locks.
Today, the Millers have 32 alpacas
and four crias due in the next several
weeks.
Alpacas are relatively easy to care for
and many who start their alpaca business
are new to farming. Dennis, however,
grew up on a farm in Pennsylvania raising and caring for cows, pigs, chickens,
ducks and rabbits (to name a few). In
comparison to other livestock, Dennis
says, “Alpacas are much more unique in
that they each have their own personalities. They have a calming, relaxing effect on you.”
During the day, Dennis is a full time
manager at a metals plant and Bea is
an elementary school teacher. “We look
forward to coming home to these beautiful animals after a hard day’s work,”
said Bea.
Unlike some other livestock, alpacas
do not have to be killed to be profitable
and usually live to be 15 to 20 years old.
Alpacas are shorn ever 12 to 18 months.
Most breeders shear in the spring, but
in cooler climates this may be extended
to two years. One shearing produces
approximately 5 to 10 pounds of fiber.
Variables such as age, genetics, environment and nutrition may alter fiber production.
Alpaca fiber is as warm as wool at 1/3
the weight. It is a specialty fiber, being
Heartland

both rare and extremely fine. Pure alpaca fiber is hypo-allergenic. Additional
alpaca performance characteristics include: stretch, strength, wicking properties and odor reduction.
Alpacas were first commercially
imported into the United States from
South American in 1984. Since then,
the alpaca industry has grown steadily.
What began as a small, intimate alpaca
community has blossomed into an official national breed registry, Alpaca
Registry, Inc. (ARI) and a national
marketing organization, the Alpaca
Owners and Breeders Association
(AOBA).
“Emotionally, the business has united
us even more as a couple and team as we
do so much together and reap the joys of
our hard work,” said Bea. “We are especially thrilled when we know our alpacas have made others happy through
a sale.”
The birth of the 100,000th alpaca was
an exciting milestone for the alpaca industry.
“An all white and full Accoyo from
Titan and Camilio bloodlines, Dee Lux
shows off a teasing spectacular presence
with her impeccable conformation,”
said Bea of the 100,000th alpaca. Her
dam, Titan’s Accoyo Lady Lucille, is a
bragging beauty by way of her coquettish strut. And what can I not say about
her sire! Camilio’s Accoyo Kahuna has
put out quite a few show winners in the
last couple of years.”
Dee Lux is a feisty little one. She loves
her freedom and would much prefer not
to be “messed with”. This little spitfire
holds much promise to live up to her celebrity status.
To find out more about alpacas, or to
locate an alpaca farm new you, please
visit www.alpacainfo.com.
e
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RENCO CORPORATION • PREG-TONE®

A

Fast, Safe, and Accurate Ultrasonic Pregnancy Tester
for Hogs, Sheep, Alpacas,
Llamas and more.
No lights to watch! No buttons to
push!
Ultrasonic Pregnancy detection with
the RENCO PREG-TONE is now a
proven and accepted herd management
technique. Among the numerous benefits are the following:
• Identification of feed-wasting non
producers.
• Confirmation of pregnancy in
animals purchased or sold.
• Savings resulting from increase in
overall operating efficiency,
permitting more efficient use of
expensive farrowing installations.
The patented PREG-TONE uses high
frequency sound waves called ultrasound to detect amniotic fluid present
during pregnancy. When this fluid is
detected, the instrument produces a
loud continuous tone. When used on
an animal which is not pregnant, the instrument produces an intermittent tone.
The intermittent tone also indicates that
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good skin contact is being made.
No guessing and no question. Clinically proven 100% accurate on normal sows, 97% accurate on ewes.
The RENCO PREG-TONE has been
tested against other ultrasound instruments by leading universities throughout the world. Their studies show the
PREG-TONE as the superior instrument
in both accuracy and ease of use (studies
available upon request).
Testing may begin as early as 18 days
with swine (large litters, 11-12 piglets).
Open sows can be diagnosed as early as
30 days. Normal testing time in sows
and gilts is 30-73 days.
Pregnancy testing in ewes can begin as
early as 30 days, with positive diagnosis
made by 45 days. Normal testing time
in ewes is 30-120 days. Testing on large
New Zealand White rabbits can begin at
10 days.
Loud, easy to hear tones.
During testing, no lights are used, no
buttons are pushed, thus attention is not
diverted from the animal. A short intermittent tone indicates good contact,
while a loud continuous tone indicates
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pregnancy. Since the PREG-TONE
uses only loud easy to hear tones to indicate both pregnancy and non pregnancy,
it can be clipped on the belt or kept in
a pocket. The PREG-TONE does not
need to be seen or held during testing.
Rechargeable
NiMH
batteries
(NEW). Low battery indication.
Specially chosen by Renco Corporation
to assure long life, the battery pack will last
for years and give many hours of testing
on one overnight charge. Renco’s own
unique circuitry causes the PREG-TONE
to turn itself off when the battery needs
recharging, assuring the user against erroneous readings due to insufficient power.  
Battery charger is included.
Rugged all-metal construction...
Small enough to slip in your pocket.
All-metal construction guarantees
against interference by radio waves in
the atmosphere, a major accuracy problem with some ultrasound instruments.
Constructed of heavy gauge aluminum for ruggedness and ease of cleaning, the RENCO PREG-TONE is still
lightweight and small enough to slip in
your pocket. Contact us today!
e
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goat - sheep
Funds Available to Help
Sheep & Goat Industries

S

ince 1999, the National Livestock Producers Association’s
Sheep & Goat Fund has helped
a variety of innovative projects come
to fruition. Currently the Fund has $9.4
million in loan commitments with 45
loans to 33 entities in 21 states. The
Fund Committee continuously reviews
applications that serve the goals of this
program.
“Most recently the Fund has been used
to help establish a livestock merchandising center, expand several goat dairies,
build a consolidated goat association,
develop a sheep meat supplier, and create a weed control and fire protection
program using sheep,” Richard Drake,
chairman of the NLPA Sheep & Goat
Fund Committee said. “Our loan program is unique in its ability to evaluate
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each applicant’s specific needs and create a flexible financing plan. We also offer a very competitive interest rate, currently 5.75 percent.”
The Sheep & Goat Fund was established in 1999 when an agreement was
signed between the National Sheep Industry Improvement Center (Sheep Center) and the NLPA that enables Sheep
Center funds to be used in the sheep
and goat industries through a revolving
loan program. The NLPA Sheep & Goat
Fund is used exclusively for loans with
the following goals:
• To make capital available for enhancing business methods and services.
• To improve marketing efficiency and
product quality.
• To promote coordination and cooperation within the industry.
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• To create opportunities for adding
value to sheep and goat products.
According to the terms of the agreement the Sheep and Goat Fund Committee, which consists of members
of NLPA and representatives of the
sheep and goat industries, is responsible for the oversight of Fund. The
Committee regularly reviews applications and is only allowed to consider loans up to $1 million that are
submitted by eligible entities (sole
proprietors are not eligible as written
into the legislation that established
the Sheep Center).
For more information or an application please contact the National
Livestock
Producers
Association
at 1-800-237-7193 or visit www.
SheepandGoatFund.com.
e
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COLOR
WORKS!

Find out how color can
work for your advertising!

1-800-330-3482
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www.butterflysupplyinc.com

Temple, TX
Farmer City, IL
Longmont, CO
Independence, MO
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lil’ house

“Outside”
Wood Burning Heater

Factory Direct

• No Dirt
• No Ashes
• No Wood In House
• No Loss Of Space
• No Insurance
Problems

Excellent for Mobile Homes Too!
“Warm Up To Wood Heat”
$1395.00

(800) 543-2837
Manufactured by:

Newman Assoc.
HCR 69, Box 1675
Ironton, MO 63650

Nelson Real Estate LLC
Tony Nelson, Broker
Farms - Ranches - Homes
Recreational Land
In Northwest MO. and Southern IA.
Toll Free: 888.518.8705
Email: ucnelson@grm.net
Website: www.bethany-mo-real-estate.com

No One Knows The Country
Like We Do!

The Common Sense
WIRE WINDER Heavy Duty Winder!
s (AS A LEVEL WIND TO MAKE YOUR ROLLS LOOK LIKE
A NEW ROLL OF WIRE
s -OUNTS ON LOADER BUCKET OR  POINT HITCH
s 3POOL IS MADE SO YOU CAN REUSE YOUR WIRE
s 3POOL CAN BE MODIlED FOR HIGH TENSILE
s !LSO AVAILABLE IN GREEN

COMMON SENSE MANUFACTURING
+ELLY -ELIUS s  TH !VE
&AULKTON 3$ 
(605) 598-4157 OR (605) 216-0687 (cell)
#HECK OUT OUR OTHER PRODUCT LINES AT
www.balefeeder.com

equipment
For All Your Farm Drainage Needs

-ANUFACTURERS OF 

M&S Drainage Contractors
Laser Operated Hoes Drainage Equipment

4RUCK 3ALES

Martin Stofferan
240 N. West St. • Canton, SD 57013

,OAD ,INE -ANUFACTURING )NC

Call for Estimates
605-764-8189 mobile: 712-540-1262

Specialists In Farm Ground Work

Handee Pressure Washers
s   03)
s (IGH 0RESSURE 3OAP
s  7AY 6ALVE  4ANK
s  '&) #ORD
s  (0 (OSE1$
s 7E 3TOCK  3HIP 0ARTS
FOR /LDER h(ANDYv
0OWER 7ASHERS

Power Cleaner Corp 1-800-430-9044
www.powercleanercorp.com
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

'RAIN  'RAVEL 4RUCK "OXES %ND $UMP 'RAIN 
'RAVEL 4RAILERS !LSO "OTTOM $UMP 'RAVEL 4RAILERS
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  MI 3 OF 7INKLER
"OX  7INKLER -" 27 "

   &AX   
JBD MTSNET

NEED TRACTOR REPAIRS???

“We have over 1000 late model tractors
& 1000 combines in salvage”
JD-IHC-Ford-MF-Case-Oliver-White-AC-Gleaner-N.H.
We have motors, complete blocks, heads, cracks, wide
fronts, 3 pts., pto’s, cabs, tires and much more.
We ship UPS or truck freight.
If we don’t have it we can locate it. Give us a try.
We are cash buyers for salvage tractors & combines.

COLFAX TRACTOR PARTS, INC.
Colfax, Iowa • 800-284-3001
www.colfaxtractorparts.com
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